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Abstract—As a key enabling technology for 5G network
softwarization, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) provides
an efficient paradigm to optimize network resource utility for
the benefits of both network providers and users. However,
the inherent network dynamics and uncertainties from 5G
infrastructure, resources and applications are slowing down
the further adoption of NFV in many emerging networking
applications. Motivated by this, in this paper, we investigate
the issues of network utility degradation when implementing
NFV in dynamic networks, and design a proactive NFV solution
from a fully stochastic perspective. Unlike existing deterministic
NFV solutions, which assume given network capacities and/or
static service quality demands, this paper explicitly integrates
the knowledge of influential network variations into a two-
stage stochastic resource utilization model. By exploiting the
hierarchical decision structures in this problem, a distributed
computing framework with two-level decomposition is designed
to facilitate a distributed implementation of the proposed model
in large-scale networks. The experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed solution not only improves 3∼5 folds of network
performance, but also effectively reduces the risk of service
quality violation.
Index Terms—Network function virtualization, 5G, decompo-
sition method, stochastic network optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE increasing mobility of humans and connected devicesare actuating the explosive growth of mobile Internet
traffic. According to [1], by 2021, global mobile data traffic
will grow 7-fold, and the number of mobile users will be up
to 5.5 Billion. To meet the extreme traffic demands, the next-
generation networks (5G) are expected to be equipped with 5x
as many as base stations and utilize 200x more spectrum than
4G [2]. This makes the orchestration of so many 5G elements
to achieve the desired objectives get even more challenging
than before.
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Fig. 1. Network softwarization for next-generation network evolution.
To improve the situation, many organizations are resorting
to network softwarization [3], [4] for the next-wave network
evolution through the technologies of Network Function Vir-
tualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN).
As illustrated in Fig. 1, in such a transition, more commodity
servers and shared hardware devices will be introduced to
replace these special-purpose devices in 4G. As a result,
services will be constructed as individually optimized Service
Function Chains (SFCs) [5]. These SFCs are then implemented
with the isolated network resources sliced from the underlying
network infrastructure. This enables prompt delivery of new
services with better flexibility, agility and lower capital and
operating expenditures [2].
As shown in Fig. 1, in an NFV based network service,
Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) will be dynamically
chained as a specific SFC topology according to its service of-
ferings. In order to implement such a service, one critical task
is to perform the SFC placement in the underlying physical
network bound to diverse resource and service requirements.
This is achieved by placing VNFs in hosting servers and then
connecting the placed VNFs with physical links through the
proper allocation of infrastructure resources (e.g., CPUs, cable
bandwidth, radio spectrum).
The SFC placement problem (or service chain composition
problem as termed in related work [6], [7]) is similar to the
Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem [8] for network
virtualization. Essentially, both problems aim to make efficient
implementations of virtual requests in a physical network
infrastructure. However, as discussed in [6], existing solutions
to VNE problems are not sufficient for the SFC placement
problems due to the specific features and applications of NFV.
Inheriting the methodologies built upon Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) or Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) for VNE, many preliminary studies have attempted
to model and solve this new problem under a deterministic
resource or traffic condition. However, with the penetration of
NFV into more emerging networking applications [2], more
network dynamics and uncertainties are expected than the
current networks, which will make many existing deterministic
NFV solutions not directly applicable. These network dynam-
ics can be summarized as the following three classes:
a) Architecture level: In order to achieve an efficient uti-
lization of higher and wider frequency spectrum beyond
6GHz, 5G networks will be heterogeneously constructed
with more Radio Access Technologies (RAT), such as
GSM, W-CDMA, LTE, W-LAN and new 5G RAT(s) [2].
The coexistence and cooperation of ever-increasing radio
systems will highly oscillate the network topology and
2bring more dynamics and uncertainties to the network
operation and management.
b) Traffic level: In a virtualized operation environment in
5G, the traffic of each request may be collected from
an individual mobile user, multi-tenant users, or a group
of sensors. In many emerging 5G scenarios, the traffic
profiles and demanded Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
are to be highly varied and unpredictable. For example,
in Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications, with the asyn-
chronous activation and silence, node failures and mobility
of large dynamic numbers of interconnected sensors and
actuators, the collective traffic load injected into the traffic
aggregation point (e.g., gateway) of a network slice is
always time-varying.
c) Resource level: With the increasing network cloudifica-
tion in NFV, more globally controlled resources will be
pooled together for more efficient utilization. The frequent
resource scaling by the expected network self-management
and -optimization procedures [9] for 5G will result in high
instability and uncertainty on the resource distributions in
each substrate node and link. With the expected coexistence
of legacy and millimeter Wave (mmWave) spectrum bands
[10], the 5G radio environment is also becoming in-
creasingly unpredictable because of fast-fading, shadowing
effects and interference.
When these dynamics are presented, the resource and/or
traffic conditions are always time-varying. In this case, the
deterministic SFC placement decisions can only customize
the networking performance over the instantly observed in-
formation. However, this would leave the system vulnerable
to potential network changes after decisions are made.
A straightforward solution to handle this situation is to
migrate and re-route the VNF instances reactively by re-
invoking a deterministic model (e.g., MILP) to compute a new
or recourse solution against each network change. However,
no matter whether they are executed dynamically or online,
such a solution can lead to frequent network reconfiguration
and instability. In addition, it is also unaffordable in terms
of the additional service latency incurred by the expensive re-
computation of these usually NP-hard models. For example, in
many delay-sensitive 5G applications [2], a millisecond-order
system response is required, which is even beyond the time
required for most existing model solvers to find a converged
solution. To maintain a seamless service provisioning in dy-
namic networks, it is desirable to have a service deployment
strategy that can handle the network changes proactively.
Therefore, in this paper, we highlight the network util-
ity degradation problem for the implementation of NFV in
dynamic networks and aim to design a proactive NFV de-
ployment solution in both centralized and distributed fash-
ions. Different from the posterior scaling or migration based
dynamic algorithms in the literature, this paper alternatively
resorts to reinforce the temporal robustness of the obtained
SFC placement decisions from every expensive attempt of
model solving by integrating future stochastic information at
the initial placement decision phase. The contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:
• We implement the SFC placement in dynamic networks
with a carefully designed Stochastic Resource Allocator
(SRA) that: 1) jointly exploits the already-observed and
future stochastic information to infer the placement deci-
sions, and 2) balances of the immediate reward with the
impact of each decision on future rewards.
• We provide a centralized optimal solution by solving
the SRA model with a two-stage stochastic program
and identify the hardness involved in solving SRA in
a large instance, including the need of enumerating an
exponentially expanding constraint set, and computing the
expected random functions.
• A distributed computing framework with two-level de-
composition is developed to facilitate a distributed imple-
mentation of the SRA in large-scale networks. Supported
by the classic decomposition theory, the complicated
combinatorial program only needs to be solved during
service initialization, while the subsequent service run-
ning only involves the solving of a simple linear program.
This significantly reduces the computation complexity in-
volved in the whole duration of service running controls.
• Extensive simulation experiments are conducted with the
settings in accordance with 5G expectations. Through
the comparisons with the incumbent placement solutions,
the results confirm that the proposed solution not only
achieves significant performance improvement, but also
effectively reduces risks of service quality violation in
dynamic networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
summarizes the related work. In Section III, we formally
derive the resource utility model for SFC placement in dy-
namic networks and analyze its optimal implementation. The
distributed implementation based on two-level decomposition
is presented in Section IV. Section V illustrates the perfor-
mance evaluation results. Finally, in Section VI, conclusions
are made.
II. RELATED WORK
As a key enabling 5G technology, NFV has been gaining
momentum among an ever-growing community of researchers
from both academia and industry. It has been also the focus
of different standardization bodies (e.g., 3GPP, ETSI and
5GMF) [3]. A global architecture can be found in [11], which
defines the modules and interfaces that ensure the life-cycle
management of NFV services. In the envisioned architecture,
the technical implementation of NFV plays a critical role on
the provisioning efficiency and service performance. Next, we
provide a concrete review to highlight the differences between
our work and the existing NFV solutions.
A. Deterministic NFV Modelling and Solutions
The preliminary efforts for the SFC placement problem
mainly focus on optimizing the SFC placement with ac-
ceptable computing complexity in static settings. In this era,
many centralized solutions based on deterministic optimization
methods were proposed. For example, based on the multiple-
objective Mixed Integer Quadratic Programming (MIQP), an
3initial study on placing VNFs was provided in [12]. However,
its solution is developed through a Pareto set analysis while
the solution scalability issue is left unattended. In [13], the
authours formulated the VNF orchestration problem as an ILP,
and a dynamic programming-based heuristic was provided to
solve the problem in large instances. Based on the tools of
MILP and game theory, extensive studies on deterministic
VNF placement algorithms can also be found in [14]– [19].
Nevertheless, as aforementioned, these centralized solutions
usually have scalability and/or accuracy issues and are often
insufficient for large-scale dynamic networks.
In addition to these centralized solutions, the authors in
[7] investigated the drawbacks of centralized placement so-
lutions and proposed a distributed NFV solution by exploiting
congestion games. A similar attempt is the work in [20]
which provides a Markov approximated algorithm to solve the
centralized placement model in a distributed way. In these ex-
isting studies, their solutions are solved only over the already
observed network and service conditions. Consequently, these
deterministic placement solutions, no matter in a centralized
or distributed fashion, are not directly applicable to dynamic
networks. In contrast, the SFC placement problem in dynamic
networks is more complex. Beyond the considerations for a
deterministic problem, more network dynamics are needed to
handle in order to guarantee the effectiveness of the obtained
solutions.
B. Dynamic Resource Utility for NFV Networks
There also exist a few studies in the literature striving to
address similar resource utility problems for dynamic NFV
networks.
Among the very few studies, Jia et al. in [21] proposed
an online NFV scaling solution to handle the time-varying
traffic volumes in geo-distributed Datacenters. However, the
cost and drawbacks of dynamic scaling of VNF instances are
not addressed in their solution. With a similar motivation,
the resource provisioning solution proposed by Li et al. [22]
is also proactive, although its objective is to assign requests
with bounded response time. This is achieved by using SFC
consolidation with timing abstraction, but the placement of
SFCs is still based on deterministic models and VNF in-
stance migration. Ghaznavi et al. in [23] optimized the VNF
placement under changing workload. This is achieved by
dynamically migrating the VNF instances on the basis of
the migration costs in the current instant. This work was
then extended in [24] by taking into account the benefits and
penalties of these migrations in successive instants. However,
different from the work in these existing studies, this paper
highlights the challenges of network dynamics that potentially
limit the application of reactive scaling or migration strategies.
Alternatively, we focus on generating SFC placement policies
that can work robustly even when network state changes.
C. Network Applications of Decomposition Methods
As a complement, the applications of decomposition the-
ories are also surveyed to show both the wide theoretical
effectiveness and the differences between our application and
other related networking problems. Decomposition methods
are widely used in large-scale networks where a centralized
solution is infeasible, non-scalable or too costly. Deniel et
al. in [25] developed a generic application framework of
decomposition methods for network utility maximization prob-
lem. A related survey of decomposition methods on many
practical network applications can be found in [26]. Among
these applications, the work in [8] comes closest to ours,
in which they applied the Column Generation technique to
decompose the deterministic centralized VNE model into two
smaller subproblems. As a similar resource utility problem in
supply chain network design, the authors in [27] proposed an
accelerated benders’ decomposition approach to expedite the
solution time of the centralized MILP model.
Decomposition approaches require a good decomposable
model structure. By exploiting the problem-specific structures
in the proposed SRA model, we build a two-level decomposi-
tion framework to facilitate the distributed implementation of
the proposed SRA solution.
III. A PROACTIVE PLACEMENT MODEL
As implied in Fig. 1, the SFC placement is essentially a
graph-embedding problem. That is, mapping VNF nodes into
substrate nodes and connecting VNFs with substrate links to
implement the SFC graphs in the physical network topology.
As discussed in Section I, this is non-trivial as many problem-
specific features are presented in the target problem. In what
follows, we will design a stochastic resource utility model
to implement the SFC placement with fully respect to the
features of NFV paradigms and network dynamics. In this
paper, we treat the networking system as a discrete time
stochastic system in which the network dynamics are assumed
to follow stationary random processes. Moreover, operational
scaling or migration of VNF instances are not considered due
to the aforementioned challenges. The symbol notations used
in this paper are listed in Table I.
A. Model Formulation
In this paper, we consider a resource limited network
system, in which partial admission control is applied. As a
result, service requests are able to be accepted by allocat-
ing compromised service rates rather than directly rejected
when the available physical resources are not enough to fully
meet the required demands. In addition, once accepted, each
service will occupy isolated resources to instantiate its sliced
network until new scheduling decisions are made or service
is terminated. Such a pay-as-you-go admission policy is more
practical in dynamic networks or when the resource demands
of a service are aggregated from a group of users (e.g. IoT or
multi-tenant applications).
To present the network dynamics, we consider a discrete
time stochastic networking system, in which the service rate
demands βs (t) and the available amounts of wireless resources
at access nodes (e.g., wireless transmission capacity), cv (t),
are subject to random variations. The Probability Distribution
Functions (PDF) of random variables are assumed known as
a priori (via e.g., estimations from historical statistics). At the
4TABLE I. Notations
System parameters
(V, L) Directed graph for physical network topology withnode v ∈ V and link luv ∈ L connecting u to v cvr
Residual resource capacity on physical node v ∈ V
for resource r ∈ R
cl Residual bandwidth capacity on physical link l cv Residual wireless capacity on access node v
kl, kr Usage price for per-unit link & node resources T Scheduling interval
Request parameters
S Received service requests f ∈ F s VNFs in service s, and let F = ∪s∈S F s
d f r
Resource demand of r ∈ R required to instantiate an
instance of VNF f on a hosting node ei j ∈ E
s Virtual link connecting VNF i to j for service s, and
let E = ∪s∈SEs
bs Service price or benefit when unit rate of s is routed βs ≤ βs0
Rate demand requested by s, which is assumed to
be up bounded by βs0
Decision variables
pis Binary, 1 iff service request s ∈ S is accepted pie→l Binary, 1 iff the routing of virtual link e ∈ E
s uses
physical link l ∈ L
pi f→v Binary, 1 iff f ∈ F is placed on node v ∈ V γs Allocated rate for request s
Key auxiliary mathematical operators and symbols
( ·)T Vector transpose | · | Return the cardinality of a vector
0,1 All-one and all-zero vectors, respectively Eγ [·] Take expectation over γ
us ( ·) Revenue function for s ∈ S Us ( ·) Weighted revenue function for s ∈ S
Qs ( ·) Utility function of s for policy approximation w Weight for future revenue
Cs
nd
Node resource cost for s ∈ S Φe→l Auxiliary variable for linearization
p˜i Fractional placement solution p¯i Approximate binary placement solution
beginning of every time slot t ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · }, the network
controller observes a state update ω(t) = (βs (t)s∈S, cv (t)v∈V ),
which specifies the current realizations of rate demands and
resource state. Depending on ω(t0) and the statistics about
network dynamics, the controller, at the beginning of every
scheduling interval T , decides a proactive placement policy
pi = (pis, pi f→v, pie→l)Ts∈S for the running duration [t0, t0 + T],
and then adapts users’ service rates to real-time observations
at each time t.
From an algorithmic point of view, the design of placement
policy in such a system requires to decide policies for admis-
sion control, VNF placement, and VNF chaining in a sequen-
tial order. This is fundamentally a combinatorial optimization
process, which decides a long-term optimal placement policy
pi under a stochastic environment. Following the pay-as-you-
go billing model for network services [28], this paper defines
the following revenue oriented utility function for each s ∈ S:
us (γs, pis) = γs (bs −
∑
e∈E s
l∈L
klpie→l) −
∑
f ∈F s
v∈V,r ∈R
pi f→vd f r kr (1)
where pis = (pis, pi f→v, pie→l)T is the placement policy for s,
Cs
lk
= γs
∑
e∈E s
l∈L
klpie→l and Csnd =
∑
f ∈F s
v∈V,r ∈R
pi f→vd f r kr are
the cost for using the link and node resources, respectively.
Once a service is instantiated, a fixed node installation
cost Cs
nd
is charged, but the practical link cost Cs
lk
(t) and
the benefit from this service are dynamically decided by
the allocated service rate γs (t) at runtime. Clearly, only
services with benefit larger than all costs will be accepted
by providers. Based on this insight, the concept of beneficial
placement is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Beneficial placement). Given a placement
policy pis , the placement of service request s is beneficial
if the placement action for this request incurs a positive
collective revenue (i.e.,
∑
t∈[t0,t0+T ] us (γ
s (t) |pis) > 0).
Based on the observed information ω(t0), an immediate
revenue can be counted as follows:
U (γ(t0), pi) =
∑
s∈S us (γ
s (t0), pis) (2)
For any future time t f > t0, the realizations of ω(t f ) are
to be observed after the placement decisions. Consider the
stochastic nature of the network, an expected future revenue
under a given placement policy pi made at t0 can be calculated
as follows:
U¯ (γ(t f ) |pi) = Eγ [∑
s∈S
γs (t f )(bs −
∑
e∈E s
l∈L
klpie→l) − Csnd
]
(3)
where γ = γs (t f )s∈S is a random vector dependent on the
random outcome of ω(t f ).
The current placement decision has an impact not only
on the immediate revenue, but also on the future revenues.
From the network provider’s point of view, the objective is
always to maximize the long-term revenue under as minimum
resource cost as possible. Consequently, efficient policies have
to balance the benefits of an immediate reward with the
expected impact of each decision on future rewards. This leads
to the following global objective function designed to achieve
the long-term revenue maximization:
U (γ, pi) =
immediate exploitation︷        ︸︸        ︷
U (γ(t0), pi) + w
future exploration︷       ︸︸       ︷
U¯ (γ(t f ) |pi)
=
∑
s∈S
{(
bs −
∑
e∈E s,l∈L
klpie→l
) (
γs (t0) + wEγ
[
γs (t f )
] )
(4)
−(1 + w)Csnd︸                                                       ︷︷                                                       ︸
Us (γs,pis )
}
where Us (·) is the weighted utility function for an individual
service, and w ≥ 0 is a weighting factor to control the
decisions’ balance between exploiting immediate revenue and
exploring the potentially better future revenue after network
state changes.
5Then, the intended SFC placement process can be readily
formulated as the Stochastic Resource Allocation (SRA) pro-
gram in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The stochastic resource allocation for SFC
placement in dynamic networks
Input: resource and traffic states at t0, PDFs of ω(t f ),
network and SFC topologies.
Output: placement policy pi∗ and running rate γ∗(t0).
U (γ∗, pi∗) = max
pi∈{0,1}
γ≥0
∑
s∈S
Us (γs, pis) (5a)
s.t .
∑
e∈E s,s∈S
pie→lγs (t) ≤ cl,∀l ∈ L, t ∈ {t0, t f }
(5b)∑
s∈Sv
γs (t) ≤ cv (t),∀v ∈ V, t ∈ {t0, t f } (5c)
γs (t) ≤ pis βs (t),∀s ∈ S, t ∈ {t0, t f } (5d)∑
f ∈F
pi f→vd f r ≤ cvr,∀v ∈ V, r ∈ R (5e)∑
v∈V
pi f→v = pis,∀ f ∈ F s, s ∈ S (5f)∑
luv ∈O(u)
piei j→luv −
∑
lvu ∈I (u)
piei j ∈lvu = pii→u − pij→u,
∀ei j ∈ Es, s ∈ S, u ∈ V (5g)
In Algorithm 1, (5b) and (5e) are the capacity upper bounds
for link and node resources, respectively. (5c) guarantees that
the total allocated rates for the set of services Sv attached
to access node v will not overload its real-time wireless
resource capacity. (5d) sets the rate upper bound that should
be allocated for each service. (5f) imposes the variable depen-
dencies and guarantees that each VNF will be placed at most
once. In this paper, unsplittable flow [29] is considered for
constructing each virtual link. Let O(u) and I (u) denote the
outgoing and incidental edges of node u, respectively. Then,
the correlated connection between VNF placement decisions
and VNF chaining decisions is finally expressed as (5g).
Dependent on the practical applications, this model is versatile
enough to integrate more problem-specific constraints.
For any deterministic realization (i.e., a problem instance
with all parameters determined), the model in Algorithm 1
corresponds to an MIQP. However, by exploiting the binary
structure, this model can be readily linearized to a pure MILP.
Let us define auxiliary variable Φe→l = pie→lγs to substitute
the quadratic expressions in (5a) and (5b) with the following
two extra constraints:
Φe→l ≤ γs,∀e ∈ Es, s ∈ S, l ∈ L (6)
γs
βs0
− 1 + pie→l ≤ Φe→l
βs0
≤ γ
s
βs0
+ 1 − pie→l (7)
Note that (6) is redundant when the link cost term is counted
in the objective function.
In contrast to the dominant deterministic NFV resource
utilization models in the literature, the proposed SRA jointly
refers to both currently observed network information and
future variation information at the placement decision phase.
The added extra information can help exclude non-beneficial
service placement more accurately, but also drive the model
to the following more challenging dilemma when solving it.
Exploitation-exploration dilemma: One needs to balance
the exploitation of the placement action currently optimal
with the exploration of other actions that currently appear
suboptimal but may turn out to be superior in the long run.
Algorithm 1 can be directly solved with all possible re-
alizations of ω(t f ). However, this may require solving the
resultant MILP model under an unmanageably large set of
realizations of these random parameters, which is usually
intractable. Next, we attempt to address this problem through
a two-stage equivalent process.
B. The Global Optimality Solved through A Two-Stage Equiv-
alence
Recall the structure of the model in Algorithm 1, the
whole program can be re-arranged to a hierarchical two-stage
process by separating the binary variables from continuous
variables. Let us treat the case at t0 as a special realization
of future randomness. Then, the maximization problem in
SRA can be reformulated as the following equivalent two-
stage minimization problem (in linearized format):
U (γ∗, pi∗) = min
pi∈{0,1}
{
(1 + w)
∑
s∈S
Csnd+
min
γ≥0
Φ≥0
Eγ
[ ∑
s∈S
t∈{0,1}
wt (
∑
e∈E s
l∈L
klΦe→l (t) − bsγs (t))] } (8)
where wt is the weighting factor for current and future time.
Thus, we have w0 = 1,w1 = w.
At the first stage, the program in (8) manages to decide
a placement policy pi with the constraints solely related to
binary variables. Under the given policy pi, a policy evaluation
program with only continuous variables (i.e.,γ) is then applied
at the second stage to evaluate the achievable average revenue.
For any determined placement policy p¯i at each t, the inner
minimization problem in (8) can be reduced to the following
linear subproblem (policy evaluation program):
(SP) min
γ≥0,Φ≥0 Eγ
[ ∑
s∈S
wt
( ∑
e∈E s,l∈L
klΦe→l (t) − bsγs (t)
)]
(9a)
s.t .
∑
e∈E s,s∈S
Φe→l (t) ≤ cl,∀l ∈ L (9b)∑
s∈Sv
γs (t) ≤ cv (t),∀v ∈ V (9c)
γs (t) ≤ p¯is βs (t),∀s ∈ S (9d)
Φe→l (t) − γs (t) ≤ βs0 (1 − p¯ie→l),∀e ∈ Es, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (9e)
γs (t) − Φe→l (t) ≤ βs0 (1 − p¯ie→l),∀e ∈ Es, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (9f)
6Define column vector µ := (µ0
l
, µ1v, µ
2
s, µ
3
sel
, µ4
sel
)T as dual
variables associated with each constraint in SP. Then, the dual
of SP can be formulated as:
(DSP) max
µ≤0 Ecv,β
s
[ − D(µ, p¯i, t)] (10a)
s.t . µ4sel − µ3sel − µ0l ≤ wt kl,∀e ∈ Es, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (10b)∑
e∈E s,l∈L
(µssel − µ4sel) − µ2s − µ1vs ≤ −wtbs,∀s ∈ S (10c)
where vs is the attached access node1 for s, and D(µ, p¯i, t) is
defined as follows:
D(µ, p¯i, t) =
∑
l∈L
clµ0l +
∑
v∈V
cv (t)µ1v +
∑
s∈S
p¯is β
s (t)µ2s
+
∑
l∈L
s∈S,e∈E s
(µ3sel + µ
4
sel) β
s
0 (1 − p¯ie→l) (11)
The SP in (9) is a parametric linear program and always
has a feasible solution under any given policy p¯i. In this case,
according to duality theory [30], the DSP in (10) has always
a bounded optimal solution corresponding to an extreme point
of the polyhedron in dual space. After the transition from the
primal SP to its dual, we can see that the uncertain parameters
only exist in the objective function of dual problem, but
the constraints of dual problem constitute a fixed polyhedron
whose space is independent of the network variations and
the chosen placement policy. Therefore, through the complete
enumeration of extreme points, the original problem in (8) can
be equivalently solved by the following master problem:
(MP) min
U,pi∈Ppi
pi∈{0,1}
U (12a)
s.t . U ≥ −
∑
t∈{0,1}
Ecv,βs [D( µ¯i, pi, t)] + (1 + w)
∑
s∈S
Csnd,
∀µ¯i ∈ P∆ (12b)
where Ppi is the policy space defined by (5e)-(5g), and P∆ is
the set of extreme points in the DSPs polyhedron.
Recall the structure of the function D(·) in (11), we can see
that random variable cv is independent of pi and other random
variables. Therefore, we have
Ecv,βs [D( µ¯i, pi, t)] = Eβs [D( µ¯i, pi, t) |cv = c¯v] (13)
where c¯v is the mean value of cv .
As a consequence, under the above separated two-stage
structure, we only need to know the mean values of resource
variations, although the detailed realization distributions of
rate demands are still required. This property significantly
reduces the number of random samples that are required to
calculate the expectation of future average revenue.
When the problem is presented in a small instance, the
MP can be solved efficiently with global optimality by enu-
merating all extreme points and possible realizations of βs
in (12b). Compared with the state-of-the-art methods, e.g.,
directly adapting Column Generation [8] or Sample Average
1For simplifying exposition, single access node is considered for each s.
Approximation [27] to solve the SRA model, the above two-
stage strategy requires less samples and thus results in a
smaller problem to solve.
However, it would get very hard to do this for large-scale
networks. Tri-fold challenges can be identified when solving
the SRA model in a large instance with global optimality.
First, by removing the constraints (12b), the original prob-
lem is relaxed to the combination of classic facility location
and multi-commodity flow problems [31], which are both NP-
hard. Consequently, any single attempt of solving the problem
with global optimality in a large instance is time consuming
if not impossible. Second, to solve the problem in a large
instance, there is typically an exponentially increased number
of extreme points in the dual polyhedron. However, a more
challenging problem is the computation of the expected value
for the random function D( µ¯i, pi, t). When the number of
service requests gets large, this may involve an unmanageably
large set of realization combinations for (βs)s∈S . All of these
factors make it essentially impractical to completely enumerate
all the constraints in (12b).
Consequently, in the following sections, we consider to
design distributed models and approximate algorithms to alle-
viate the computational challenges of implementing this model
in large-scale networks.
IV. A DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION BASED ON
TWO-LEVEL DECOMPOSITION
It is well known that the computation load and the required
memory for solving an optimization program increase expo-
nentially with the number of variables and constraints. There-
fore, by harvesting the above separated two-stage structure
of the SRA model, we first design the following higher-level
decomposition to reduce the large scale of the SRA model
brought by the enumeration of extreme points and possible
realizations of (βs)s∈S in (12b). This is achieved based on the
theory of stochastic decomposition [32].
A. Higher-Level Decomposition
By exploiting the method of stochastic decomposition, it
is possible to decompose the complicated monolithic model
in a large instance into a series of solvable submodules in a
distributed way. The solution of original model can then be
reached by solving these submodules in an iterative manner.
This is implemented through the concepts of variable partition
and constraint delay.
Following the two-stage structure of the SRA model in
Section III-B, we first construct the Higher-level Sub-Problem
(HSP) exactly same as the SP model in (9). The HSPs are a
series of linear programs with only continuous variables. Then,
a dimension-reduced Higher-level Master Problem (HMP) can
be initially constructed as a relaxed version of the MP model
in (12) without the constraint (12b).
Instead of a complete enumeration of constraints in (12b),
the method of stochastic decomposition alternatively solves
the HMP model to generate a trial decision for the placement
policy. The trial placement policy is then fed into the HSPs
7with randomly sampled parameters. Accordingly, the associ-
ated DSPs are solved to obtain the resultant extreme point
and an approximation towards the original objective function
under current samples. Next, a constraint of (12b) related to
this extreme point will be inserted into the HMP, which is then
solved again until a predefined termination criterion achieved.
The overall progress is outlined in Algorithm 2.
Note that the extra terms in (14) are introduced to ex-
clude unnecessary policy trials. Normally, we have
∑
s∈S {pis −∑
e∈E s,l∈L
klpie→l
βs }  U, thus the impact of introduced terms
on the optimality of U is negligible.
Algorithm 2 Approximate stochastic decomposition algorithm
for SRA
Input: resource and traffic states at t0, (c¯v)v∈V , PDFs of
(βs)s∈S , network and SFC topologies.
Output: placement policy p¯i and running rate γ∗(t0).
1: Initialization: set m = 0, collect current observation ω(t0).
2: do m = m+1 and solve the following HMP to obtain trail
policy p¯im:
U lm(p¯im) = min
U,pi∈Ppi
pi∈{0,1}
U −
∑
s∈S
{
pis −
∑
e∈E s,l∈L
klpie→l
bs
}
(14)
3: draw random samples for the future realization of (βs)s∈S
according to their PDFs.
4: solve the DSPs in (10) for each t with the generated
samples and policy p¯im to obtain the extreme point µ¯m and
an empirical estimation to the original expected objective
value:
Uum = −
∑
t∈{0,1}
D( µ¯m, p¯im, t) + (1 + w)
∑
s∈S
Csnd (15)
5: if termination criteria meet then
6: solve HSPs with p¯im for t0 to get the allocated rate γ∗
for current time.
7: else
8: add the following optimality constraint to the program
in (14):
U ≥ − 1
m
∑
t∈{0,1}
D( µ¯m, pi, t) + (1 + w)
∑
s∈S
Csnd (16)
9: update the coefficients in previous optimality cuts as
follows and go to step 2:
D( µ¯i, pi, t) =
m − 1
m
D( µ¯i, pi, t),∀t ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, · · · ,m − 1
(17)
10: end if
Termination criteria: For discrete distributions of random
parameters, the sample space is deterministic. Therefore, by
using the whole sample space at each iteration, the lower and
upper bounds of original objective function can be derived
precisely from the results of U lm and U
u
m, respectively. In this
case, a deterministic criterion can be used by monitoring the
optimality gap between upper and lower bounds. However, for
continuous distributions, the bound gap is subject to statistical
variation due to the random sampling outcomes. Then, an
alternative criterion is to monitor the progress of incumbent
solutions. For example, the iteration stops when the incumbent
solution has remained unchanged for a certain number of
iterations within a tolerant variation on the expected objective
value. Such criteria can provide better safeguards to prevent
the sensitivity of the selected solution to additional sampling.
The proof of the asymptotic optimality of Algorithm 2 is
similar to many existing stochastic approximation applications
[34], thus is not explicitly presented here.
For each iteration in Algorithm 2, all sampled subproblems
are linear programs, which can be solved easily via many
standard LP solvers [30]. However, the HMP corresponds to an
MILP problem, which is still NP-hard, although the dimension
has already been reduced compared with the original problem.
Therefore, the handicap regarding solving the NP-hard HMP
still persists for large-scale networks. In the following, we
will build a lower-level decomposition to turn the HMP into
a decoupled resource utility problem for each service request,
which can then be solved with better scalability.
B. Lower-Level Decomposition
Recall the structure of HMP model, we can see that the
constraints in (12b) and (5e) are coupled among all service
requests. This results in an exponentially increased compu-
tation complexity as more service requests are required to
schedule. However, if these coupling constraints are relaxed,
the original HMP model naturally turns into an individual
resource utility problem for each service request. Each of these
problems can then be, independently and parallelly, solved.
This is implemented as follows through linear relaxation and
dual decomposition.
Since the HMP is only introduced to generate the bound
and trial placement policy for HSPs, the accurate but ex-
pensive solving for the optimal solution at every iteration is
not essential. Alternatively, simple and faster approximation
algorithms can be adopted to generate a new trial policy.
The trial policy can then be gradually improved through fast
iterations. Therefore, instead of directly getting an optimal
solution for the HMP in (14) at each iteration, a linear relaxed
version of HMP can be first solved as follows:
(RHMP) p˜i = argmin
U,pi∈Ppi
pi∈[0,1]
U −
∑
s∈S
{
pis −
∑
e∈E s,l∈L
klpie→l
bs
}
(18)
The RHMP relaxes the binary constraint in HMP to the
continuous value ranging from [0, 1]. The fractional placement
solution p˜i obtained from the RHMP conveys the globally
coordinated resource allocation information when all requests
compete for the shared resources. We can anticipate that
larger fractional values of decision variables would suggest
a better revenue if the corresponding service is accepted and
placed accordingly. Therefore, by proportionally weighting
the placement selections with the corresponding fractional
solutions, an approximate solution to the HMP can be solved
from a weighted HMP program as follows:
(WHMP) p¯i = argmax
pi∈Ppi,pi∈{0,1}
∑
s∈S
Qs (pis)
(19)
8where Qs (pis) is the utility function for individual service,
which is defined as
Qs (pis) = α1p˜ispis −
∑
f ∈F s
v∈V
α2pi f→v
p˜i f→v + 1
−
∑
e∈E s
l∈L
α3pie→l
p˜ie→l + 1
(20)
where α1  α2  α3 are weights to preserve the hierarchical
decision order along pis → pi f→v → pie→l .
In WHMP, the objective function has a separable structure,
but the resource constraint (5e) in Ppi is coupled across all s ∈
S. Since strong duality holds when solving the WHMP through
its Lagrange dual problem, this constraint can be decoupled
for each s ∈ S by means of dual decomposition [25].
We define the Lagrangian of the WHMP by relaxing the
coupling constraint (5e) in Ppi as
L(pi, λ) =
∑
s∈S
Qs (pis) +
∑
v∈V,r ∈R
λvr
(
cvr −
∑
s∈S
∑
f ∈F s
pi f→vd f r
)
=
∑
s∈S
{
Qs (pis) −
∑
f ∈F s
v∈V,r ∈R
λvrpi f→vd f r
}
+
∑
v∈V
r ∈R
λvrcvr (21)
where λ is the non-negative Lagrange multiplier associated
with the constraint (5e).
Clearly, for a given λ, the resulted Lagrangian dual problem
can be decomposed into solving, independently for each s ∈ S,
the following Lower-level Sub-Problem (LSP):
(LSP) Ls (p¯is, λ) = max
pis ∈{0,1}
Qs (pis) −
∑
f ∈F s
v∈V,r ∈R
λvrpi f→vd f r
(22a)
s.t .
∑
v∈V
pi f→v = pis,∀ f ∈ F s (22b)∑
luv ∈O(u)
piei j→luv −
∑
lvu ∈I (u)
piei j→lvu = pii→u − pij→u,
∀ei j ∈ Es, u ∈ V (22c)
LSPs can be directly solved through existing integer pro-
gram solvers since only several VNFs and virtual links are
involved in the placement process. Additionally, linear relax-
ation and rounding based approximate solvers (e.g., [31]) are
also applicable in order to further reduce the computation
complexity.
Physically, the Lagrange multiplier λ corresponds to the
resource congestion price, on which each service has to
depend to decide the amount of resources to be used at their
own benefits. Then, in order to achieve the original global
optimality, the minimum congestion price can be solved by
using the following Lower-level Master Problem (LMP) to
coordinate all LSPs:
(LMP) λˆ = argmin
λ≥0
∑
s∈S
Ls (p¯is, λ) +
∑
v∈V,r ∈R
λvrcvr (23)
When the analytical expression of Ls is absent, the (LMP)
can be recursively solved through the following gradient
method:
λvr (n+ 1) =
⌈
λvr (n) − δ(cvr −
∑
f ∈F
p¯i f→vd f r )
⌉+,∀v ∈ V, r ∈ R
(24)
where n is the iteration index, δ > 0 is a positive step size,
and d·e+ denotes the projection onto the non-negative orthant.
In Algorithm 3, we provide the detailed implementation of
the approximate dual decomposition for solving the HMP.
Algorithm 3 Approximate dual decomposition algorithm for
solving the HMP
Input: coefficient matrix for HMP, mean values of network
states (Eβs [βs]s∈S, (cv)v∈V ).
Output: trial placement policy p¯i.
1: set n = 0 and λvr (0) equal to some non-negative value
for all (v, r).
2: solve RHMP to obtain the fractional solution p˜i.
. Solving WHMP under p˜i
3: do n = n+1, and solve all LSPs to obtain a local placement
policy p¯i = {p¯is }s∈S .
4: update congestion prices according to (24) and broadcast
the new prices to all LSPs.
5: go to step 3 until maximum iterates or tolerant variation
on the collective utility L(pi, λ) reached.
. Revenue evaluation
6: solve HSP with p¯i and statistical mean values, i.e., ω(t f ) =
(Eβs [βs]s∈S, (cv)v∈V ).
7: calculate the individual revenue as follows based on the
solution obtained in step 6:
Us = us (γs (t0), p¯is) + Tus (γs (t f ), p¯is) (25)
8: reject requests with non-beneficial placement (i.e., Us ≤ 0)
and return all accepted p¯is .
Note that in Algorithm 3, the WHMP will only generate a
placement solution that fully respects the fractional placement
results obtained in RHMP. But this does not guarantee that
every admitted request has a beneficial placement for the
duration [t0, t0 + T] since the optimality constraints are not
evaluated in WHMP. Therefore, under the placement solution
from the WHMP, a final revenue evaluation process is invoked
to exclude the requests with non-beneficial placement when
the network is in the mean state.
Finally, by putting all together, the overall distributed com-
puting framework for the SRA model is illustrated in Fig. 2
and summarized as follows:
Step 0: Preprocessing the request information and collect the
coefficient matrix of SRA program.
Step 1: Solve HMP with lower-level decomposition algorithm:
1.1: Solve RHMP to obtain fractional solution;
1.2: For each s ∈ S, solve LSPs with given congestion
price λ;
1.3: Update congestion price and return to 1.2 until
termination;
1.4: Individual revenue evaluation and return beneficial
placement policy.
Step 2: Solve all DSPs to evaluate the optimality gap of current
trial policy.
Step 3: Add new optimality constraint to HMP and return to
Step 1 until termination.
Step 4: Network slice running management until next-round
scheduling.
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Fig. 2. Distributed SFC placement diagram based on two-level decomposition.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we conduct extensive simulation experiments
with the settings in accordance with 5G expectations to
evaluate the proposed solution.
A. Simulation Setup
Following the similar setups used in the existing NFV/VNE
experimental studies, e.g. [31], [35], we generate synthetic
network slices and random resource demands to support the
following simulation experiments. Current BT’s IP network
topology within Europe2 is considered as the physical network,
which includes 21 nodes and 34 bidirectional links. 5 nodes
from these 21 nodes are randomly selected to act as the
wireless access nodes. For each node in the network, a fixed
amount of computing resources is configured. For each fibre
link, the transmission capacity is set proportionally scaled from
the practical BT core network bandwidth3.
In the following simulations, we emulate the envisioned 5G
small cells with mmWave spectrum to model the capacities
of wireless access links connected to each access node. Con-
sidering the fast transitions among Line-of-Sight (LOS), non-
LOS (NLOS) and outage network stages in mmWave channels
[10], we use the Rician fading for LOS stage and Rayleigh
fading [36] for NLOS and outage stages. The transition
probabilities between any two channel states are set as equal.
The channel parameters are configured so that the resulting
wireless capacity of each access node is on average within the
envisioned capacity range for a 5G cell [2]. Table II lists the
main configurations for the simulation experiments below.
B. The Compared Algorithms and Performance Metrics
Two reference algorithms, CG SP [37] and CMG SP are
compared. In CG SP, the placement decisions are made only
2http://www.topology-zoo.org/maps/BtEurope.jpg
3https://www.globalservices.bt.com/static/assets/pdf/products/optical
connect/BT Optical Connect datasheet.pdf
TABLE II. Simulation Setup
Parameters Value
Node resource capacity cvr 5–10, uniformly distributed
Fixed link capacity cl 10Gbps
Resource prices [kl, kr ] [20/Gbps, 20]
# node resource type |R | 1
# VNFs |F s | 2
Node resource demand d f r 1–3, uniformly distributed
Aggregated rate demand βs 1–3Gbps, uniformly distributed
Service price bs 100–300, uniformly distributed
Rician factors K 1dB
Radio bandwidth B 1GHz
Normalized power allocation ρ LOS: 31.3dB; NLOS: 9.3dB;Outage: -4.3dB
to optimize the immediate revenue at t0 based on already ob-
served network information. However, in CMG SP, mean state
information, Eβs [βs]s∈S and (c¯v)v ∈ V are used to represent
their future states.
The decisions of CMG SP are then made to optimize
the same objective as the proposed SRA under the current
observations and the mean states of futures. CMG SP is a
widely used policy to handle with system dynamics [38].
This comparison can provide an insight to the difference
between the exploration of complete PDF knowledge and
simple statistic knowledge. For both reference algorithms,
the corresponding placement models are solved through the
greedy node mapping with shortest path based link mapping
[37].
In SRA, the iterative progress is set to stop when the
incumbent solution has remained unchanged for 5 iterates.
In the lower-level decomposition, the tolerant variation on
the monitored utility is 10%. For both levels, the maximum
number of iterations is limited to 50.
The following four metrics are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our algorithms against the compared ones.
1) Average revenue gain: This is defined as the ratio of
average revenue achieved by SRA (or CMG SP) and that
by CG SP within the running period [0,T].
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Fig. 3. Performance comparisons with T = 10: a) Average revenue gain, b) Provisioning cost gain, c) Acceptance ratio, and d) SLA violation.
2) Provisioning cost gain: Provisioning cost defines the av-
erage cost for occupying physical node and link resources
under each placement policy. Accordingly, the provisioning
cost gain is the ratio between the provisioning cost in SRA
(or CMG SP) and that in CG SP.
3) Acceptance ratio: The acceptance ratio of an algorithm
measures the percentage of total requests accepted by
different algorithms. Combined with the revenue metric,
the acceptance ratio gives a sense of how well an algorithm
performs on excluding non-beneficial placements.
4) SLA violation: This is calculated as
∑
s∈S
∑
t∈[0,T ](pis −
γs (t)/βs (t))/
∑
s∈S (T + 1)pis . SLA violation measures the
average offset degree of the allocated running service rates
within [0,T] from the requested rate demands over all
accepted requests, which is an important metric reflect-
ing users’ quality of experience towards the provisioned
services.
C. Performance Analysis
Fig. 3 depicts the compared performance under different
settings. All performance metrics are calculated by generating
1000 random samples to evaluate each placement policy.
Based on the simulation results, our key observations are
summarized in the following.
1) From long-term consideration, extra future statistic infor-
mation can enhance the placement policy with 3 ∼ 5x better
revenue. Fig. 3a shows the average revenues collected from
different algorithms. Under the given settings, the simulation
results confirm that the significant revenue improvement of the
proposed SRA approach over the referenced two algorithms.
Compared with the only 1.5x revenue gain made by the deter-
ministic algorithm in [31] over the same CG SP benchmark,
the proposed SRA presents a more positive results with up to
3 ∼ 5x revenue gain when network dynamics are considered.
Specifically, when the available physical resources are abun-
dant, the possible network variations have little impact on the
placement decisions. In this case, the performance gain in SRA
are mainly contributed by the more efficient policy computing
than the greedy policies. With the increased requests, however,
the resource competition among requests gets intensified. As a
result, any over-optimistic or -pessimistic placement decisions
in CG SP would be detrimental to the long-term revenue
performance. This is avoided in SRA with the joint reference
of future statistic information, thus creating a higher gain as
resources become scarce.
Benefiting from the calibration to the decisions by the
statistical mean values, CMG SP, on the other hand, also
achieves around 1.5x revenue gain over CG SP. However, due
to the non-convexity of the achievable revenue under each
combinatorial policy option, the accuracy from statistical mean
values is highly compressed than that when complete PDFs are
used to capture the future network variations.
2) The nearly 5x better revenue of SRA only raises about
30% more resource cost. Fig. 3b shows the compared results
on the provisioning cost gain over CG SP. Combined with the
revenue results in Fig. 3a, we can see that SRA achieves up
to 5x better revenue but using only 30% more resources than
CG SP. This indicates that the available physical resources
are coordinated more efficiently to serve more requests when
physical resources become more scarce. However, with the
greedy placement policies, about 20% more resource invest-
ment only contributes 1.5x revenue gain for CMG SP.
3) SRA makes more good-quality acceptances. As depicted
in Fig. 3c, SRA accepts 2x more services than CM SP, and
the ratio for CMG SP is 1.5x. Then, we can get that the
revenue gains contributed by unit acceptance are 5/2 and
1.5/1.5 for SRA and CMG SP, respectively. This shows that
the acceptances made by SRA are more beneficial, which col-
lectively contribute the higher revenue gain. The degradation
of the compared algorithms results from both the acceptance
to the requests that are currently beneficial but long-term non-
beneficial and the exclusion of requests that are temporarily
non-beneficial but long-term beneficial.
4) Services deployed according to SRA policy present lower
SLA violation risk. Fig. 3d shows that benefiting from the
accurate capture of future network variations, the SLA vio-
lation is significantly lower in SRA than the compared ones.
This reflects a better long-term robustness and users’ quality
of experience towards the provisioned services in SRA when
network dynamics are presented. In contrast, the statistical
mean values only decrease a little the SLA violation risk in
CMG SP.
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TABLE III. Performance of SRA under Different w, T = 10.
Weight Average Provisioning Acceptance SLA
w revenue gain cost gain ratio violation
0.1 4.32 1.14 23.4% 41.5%
1.0 4.90 1.22 25.4% 42.0%
10 5.12 1.32 27.3% 43.6%
15 4.23 1.10 23.7% 38.3%
20 3.90 1.08 23.3% 38.1%
D. Effect of Different Weighting Balance
In SRA, the weight settings of parameter w show different
emphasis on the future expected revenue, which results in
a performance tradeoff. The optimal value of w is subject
to parameter tuning, depending on the runtime estimation
towards the quality of current and future network states. For
example, when the observed current network state is believed
overwhelmingly better than the average cases, setting a small
value of w is more reasonable so that the current good state can
be fully exploited. Conversely, if the network state is currently
observed to be very bad, a large value of w should be set to
leave more spaces to explore potentially better performance
in the future. However, estimating the quality of an observed
network state is non-trivial when the explicit expression of the
system performance over observations is absent.
In this section, we evaluate the effect of different weight
settings on the performance of SRA. Table III and Fig. 4
enumerate the compared performance when the system is
loaded with request arrivals = 25. Based on the simulation
results, the following two behaviors of the proposed SRA
solution are observed.
1) Selecting an appropriate weighting balance for each
decision is a tradeoff. We observe from Table III that the
considered performance metrics exhibit different changes over
the setting of weight w. Under the given settings, the difference
gap among these average revenue gains is up to 1. Moreover,
the average revenue gain and provisioning cost gain show more
sensitivity towards the setting of w. In contrast, the variation
of w only makes little changes on the SLA violation. This
stands to the reason that the SLA violation is averaged over
all the accepted requests, thus is normally less sensible to the
changes of w than the other metrics.
2) When the network variations follow stationary processes,
best weight is not around T , but a value approximately ranging
between [1, 10]. Stationarity is the property of a stochastic
process whose probability distribution is the same at all times
[39]. In this case, the averaged long-term observations will
finally converge to the mean values of network variations.
As a consequence, if weighting according to the average
revenue contribution of the immediate and future ones in the
objective function (5a), w = T should be a reasonable weight
option to balance the immediate and future revenues in the
objective function (5a). However, according to the simulation
results in Fig. 4, w = T is not always better when T takes
different values. This shows the non-convexity property for
the average revenue of SRA in terms of w. The calculation
of the optimal weight requires the accurate modelling of the
system performance over observations, which is complicated
in the considered combinatorial optimization scenario. Another
alternative option is to set a dynamic weight through some
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Fig. 4. Weighting effects under different scheduling intervals.
heuristic rules according to every observation. For the practical
industrial application of the proposed SRA solution, taking a
value between [1, 10] could be a mild weighting option since
this setting retains nearly 90% revenue gain in Fig. 4.
E. Effect of Statistical Error for Future
Stationary random processes are assumed for the network
variations in the SRA model. Therefore, a proactively im-
proved decision can be made to create a better long-term
revenue based on the given PDFs of network variations. In this
section, we release the stationarity assumption and evaluate the
performance of SRA when the estimated PDFs are subject to
statistical errors or temporal evolution. The error is presented
by setting an offset between the mean values of the practical
and estimated PDFs. We summarize the observed behaviors of
the proposed SRA as follows.
1) The superiority of the proposed SRA is preserved even
when the estimated network variations are subject to 50%
statistical errors. The results for the considered performance
metrics with w = 1,T = 10 are depicted in Fig. 5. We use a
positive  to denote the optimistic case when the statistical
mean of future network variation is estimated 20% more
than its practical value. Likewise, pessimistic estimations are
evaluated with a negative  to show the effect when the
statistical mean of future network variation is estimated 20%
less than its practical value. In Fig. 5, multi-fold performance
gains are still presented for the SRA under statistical errors.
However, it also causes a degradation up to 1 in terms of the
revenue gain for the case of  = −50% when compared with
the results under accurate PDF information (i.e., = 0).
2) Pessimistic estimation decreases the overall service ca-
pacity, while optimistic estimation leads to more bad-quality
acceptances. Also depicted in Fig. 5 are the performances of
SRA when  takes different offset values. In the pessimistic
estimation case, we can observe that with the increased es-
timation errors, the accepted maximum loads are gradually
plummeted from the amount that the system can really serve.
The decreased acceptance directly results in the under uti-
lization of network resources and considerable revenue loss.
On the other hand, SRA can make more acceptances in the
optimistic case than the amount that the system can really
serve. However, the increased acceptances only take negative
effects, resulting in more revenue loss, provisioning cost and
also SLA violation. This turns out that the extra acceptances
are actually non-beneficial that should not have been accepted.
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Fig. 5. Performance comparisons under statistical error with w = 1, T = 10: a) Average revenue gain. b) Provisioning cost gain. c) Acceptance ratio. d) SLA
violation.
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3) The revenue loss due to the sub-optimality of SRA can be
compensated by pre-setting  = +10% statistical error. In the
case of  = +10%, we can observe from Fig. 6 that the SRA
solver can load more requests than the case with error-free
resource estimation. The slightly increased acceptances turn
out to be beneficial and finally contribute nearly 10% revenue
improvement. This confirms that due to the sub-optimality of
the solution in SRA, there are nearly 10% potential revenue
loss. However, such loss can be compensated by pre-setting
the resource estimation with  = +10% statistical error.
F. Convergence Analysis
The main computation cost of the proposed SRA solution
comes from recursively calculating the approximate HMP and
sample averaged approximation in SPs. In the designed termi-
nation criteria, the maximum number of iterations is limited to
50 so that the solution can be generated with a controlled time
budget. Fig. 7 shows the average number of iterations under
different SRA weighting balance. The following two behaviors
can be observed.
1) More iterations are required to make the solution con-
verge when the future revenue is considered with a higher
weight than the immediate revenue. The future revenue in
the proposed solution is evaluated through random samples at
each iteration. When the future revenue takes a higher weight
than the immediate revenue, the achieved objective value will
get more sensitive to the outcomes of random sampling at
each iteration. Consequently, more samplings are required to
converge the objective of the model to the tolerant value
variation.
2) The required iterations to converge increase when more
requests are presented. As shown in Fig. 7, with the increase
of request arrivals, more iterations are required to find the
accepted placement policies. This is reasonable, since more
arrivals lead to more similar policy options to compare with.
However, with the fractional placement information used in
solving HMP, many unnecessary placement policy trials can
be avoided. We can see from Fig. 7 that all experiments finish
the computation within an average number of 20 iterations.
Combined with the results provided in Fig. 5, the performance
achieved under such iteration criteria retains nearly 90%
optimality.
Although multiple iterations are required, the complicated
combinatorial program in the proposed solution only needs
to be solved during service initialization. The proactive de-
ployment decisions, once solved, can be used with robustness
across the whole scheduling interval. However, the subse-
quent service running controls only need to solve a simple
linear program. This significantly reduces the computation
complexity involved in the course of service running controls.
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Moreover, this proposed solution can be further accelerated by
harvesting distributed and parallel computing technologies in
the proposed computing framework.
Similar to the analysis to the VNE problem in [31], for the
general version of the considered problem, theoretical bounds
do not exist. It is quite challenging to model the analytic op-
timality bounds and convergence rate, due to possibly random
termination of the iteration progress. A reasonable direction
is to explore stochastic and approximate ratio analysis [40] in
future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have highlighted the network utility
degradation problem for NFV in dynamic networks, and
accordingly proposed a proactive NFV deployment solution
SRA that is robust against network state changes within a
certain running period. By exploiting the problem-specific
structures, a distributed computing framework with two-level
decomposition has been designed to facilitate a distributed
implementation of the proposed SRA model in large-scale
networks. The simulation experiments have confirmed the
performance degradation of existing NFV solutions in dynamic
networks, and demonstrated that the proposed SRA solution
can achieve up to 5x performance improvement against the
compared algorithms. The obtained solution has presented low
sensitivity towards parameter errors and even worked robustly
with up to 50% statistical errors.
For the future work, more considerations are to be explored
in terms of the more general implementation of the SRA
algorithm and the challenges in theoretical analysis.
First, in this paper, a fixed pricing strategy is used to control
the whole admission and placement decisions. Considering
the dynamics in networking market and traffic patterns, more
dynamic pricing model is expected. For example, if a request
has a long lease time and the market price of resources
allocated to that request keeps fluctuating over the lease period,
a full-fledged economic model will be required in order to
model the revenue function.
Additionally, the model or statistical information of net-
working environment, such as traffic patterns and the PDFs
of network variations, are required in this paper. The accurate
and timely acquisition of these knowledge in a dynamic net-
working environment is non-trivial. Therefore, a knowledge-
free model extension is expected for future work to release the
assumption of complete and stationary PDF information with
technologies e.g., multi-armed bandit learning theory [38],
reinforcement learning [41], etc.
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